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Abstract
Traditionally, the role of a community supervision officer has in large-part been that of a case
manager. However, knowledge in the area of ‘What Works’ in offender rehabilitation has
stimulated efforts to revolutionize what it m eans to supervise clients in the community; tha t
is, moving from a case-management approach to what we call a ‘change-agent’ approach. In
this article, we define what cognitive-behaviourism looks like in a crim inal justice context
and how it can be used to m aximize the im pact of community supervision. Through the
amalgamation of cognitive-behavioural techniques and risk/need information, we propose the
use of a theoretically and empirically-based framework (i.e., the STICS Action Plan) to assist
community supervision officers in planning, prioritizing and effectively achieving change
with their clients.
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The work of community supervision continues to evolve and change placing greater demands
on supervision officers’ knowledge, skills, and ab ilities. With the intro duction of risk and
need assessments into routine practice, commu nity supervision officers are now required to
administer and score these instru ments. Not only m ust community supervision officers
communicate this risk/need information to other criminal justice professionals, they are asked
to utilize this information for classification purposes and to in terpret the information to
develop case m anagement plans. Officers are also asked to m ake efforts to maxim ize
offender compliance, plan and m anage the clie nt’s rehabilitative se rvices, and are often
expected to facilitate positive prosocial changes in the clients that they work with.
With these incre asing demands, community corre ctions agencies and their staff have paid
more attention to the research on what work s to reduce reoffending and in doing so, struggle
with the process of bringing em pirically supported practices into the everyday work of
community supervision (Taxman, 2008; Taxman, Hendersen, & Lerch, 2010). In this article,
we briefly review what works in offender reha bilitation and what is known about community
supervision. This is followed by some reflections on what we see as an evolution of the work
of community supervision officers; that is, the evolution from ‘case manager’ to one we term
‘change agent’. This ‘change agent’ role asks the officer to play a more substantive and direct
role in facilitating client change in, dare we say, a ‘therapeutic’ manner. Finally, we describe
what we believe to be two key in terrelated challenges that we consider to be critic al in this
transformation to evidence-based ‘change agent’ . They are: understanding the fundam entals
of cognitive-behavioural interventions and clinically translating risk/need assessment into an
intervention plan.
‘What Works’ & Community Supervision
Over the past 30 years, the res earch initiated by Andrews and his colleagues in Canada on
offender treatment has shown that rehabilita tive efforts can reduce re-offending (Andrews &
Bonta, 2010; Hanson, Bourgon, Helm us & Hodgson, 2009; Lipsey, 2009; Lösel &
Schmucker, 2005). This “What Works” body of evidence has demonstrated that rehabilitative
efforts are not all equal: interventions can maximize their effectiveness via adh erence to the
principles of effective inte rvention known as the Risk-Need -Responsivity (RNR) model of
correctional treatment (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). There are currently 17 principles
represented in the model, however, three of these principles have been at the core since 1990
(Andrews et al., 1990). They are the
Risk principle (match the leve l of service to the
offender’s level of risk; provide intensive services to higher risk clients and minimal services
to lower risk clients), the Need principle (target crim inogenic needs or the dynam ic risk
factors functionally related to crim inal behavior such as procrim inal attitudes and substance
abuse), and the Responsivity principle (match the s tyle and mode of intervention to th e
abilities, motivation and learning style of the offender; cognitive-behavioral interventions are
generally the most effective with offenders).
In their most recent review (Andrews & Bonta, 2010), it has been shown that adherence to
these three principles m ediates the effectiveness of rehabilitative efforts with a step-wis e
reduction in recidivism with increases in adherence. Specifically, non-adherence to the three
principles was actually asso
ciated with a small 2% increase in recidivism
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(r = -0.02, k = 124). When treatm ent adhered to at least one of the principles, there was a
small 3% decrease in recidiv ism (r = 0.03, k = 106). Larger decreases were observed with
increased adherence to the RNR principles with adherence to two principles demonstrating a
17% difference, ( r = 0.17, k = 84) and three principles ( r = 0.25, k = 60) showing a 25%
difference.
Although the m ajority of this evidence has been gleaned from studies exam ining formal
treatment programs that are typ ically group-based, it is reasonable to expect th at these
principles are also relevant in the case of
one-on-one supervision of offenders in the
community. It is believ ed that community supervision ha s positive benefits by m inimizing
the criminogenic effects of im prisonment and facilitating the comm unity integration of
offenders (Abadinsky, 2009; Gibbons & Rosecr ance, 2005). However, evidence on the
effectiveness of community supervision questions its association with reduced offender
recidivism. In a review of 15 studies that co mpared some form of community supervision
with an alternative crim inal sanction (e.g., pr ison sentence, fine), Bonta, Rugge, Scott,
Bourgon and Yessine (2008) found that recidivi sm was only two percentage points lower on
average for offenders under com munity supervision. There was no de crease in violent
recidivism associated with community supervision. Such findings, which contrast to the more
positive results found in reviews of the offende r rehabilitation literature, beg the question of
why this is so.
The answer to this qu estion is only recen tly emerging as researcher s begin to pay m ore
attention to what exactly goes on behind closed doors during supervision. Bonta et al. (2008)
examined case files an d audio recorded supe rvision sessions of 62 probation officers with
154 clients in Canada. What they f ound was that adherence to the princi ples of Risk, Need
and Responsivity was lacking. For exam ple, the frequency of contact between officers and
their clients was only m ildly related to the of fender’s risk level (Risk principle) and officers
rarely directly intervened to facilitate change in im portant criminogenic needs such as
procriminal attitudes and friends (Need principle). Furthermore, officers exhibited cognitivebehavioural techniques of interp ersonal influence in less th an one-quarter of the audiotapes
(Responsivity principle). The fi ndings strongly suggested that what goes on between the
officer and client during supervision should more closely adhere to the RNR principles.
Research on applying the RNR principles to one-on-one supervision is almost non-existent.
This is somewhat surp rising given that the re is rich literature on the “core correctional
practices” derived from the RNR principles (Andrews & Bonta, 2010; Dowden & Andrews,
2004). It is only recently that researchers have begun to pay more attention to the training of
community supervision staff in how they intera ct with their clients during supervision. In
1996, Trotter developed a training program
that followed som e of the elem ents of the
Responsivity principle. In this study, 30 proba tion officers were prov ided five days of
training on prosocial modeling, empathy and pr oblem-solving. After the initial training, 12
officers attended ongoing trainin g sessions an d applied th e skills during supervision. The
recidivism rate of 93 clients of the trained officers who con tinued their involvement in the
ongoing training and applied thes e new skills was com pared to 273 clients of officers who
reverted to their routine supervision practices. The four year reconviction rate was 53.8% for
the clients of the officers who continued to appl y the skills taught in training as evidenced by
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file reviews. The re cidivism rate f or the clients of the officers who engaged in routine
supervision practices was 64%.
More recently, Canadian psychologists (Bonta et al., 201 0; Bourgon, Bonta, Ru gge &
Gutierrez, 2010a; Bourgon, Bonta, Rugge, Scott, & Yessine, 2010b) developed the Strategic
Training Initiative in Community Supervision (STICS). This training program included three
days of training and on-going c linical support activities (i.e., refresher courses, individual
feedback, and m onthly meetings) with spec ific, practical, and concrete RNR-based
intervention techniques and skills. After randomly assigning officers to training or no
training, the results showed that STICS traine d officers significantly improved their behind
closed door interactions (em ployed RNR-based skills and interven tion techniques) with
clients as m easured by audio recorded one -on-one supervision sessions. When client
recidivism was examined, it was found that clie nts supervised by STICS trained officers had
a 2-year recidivism rate of 25.3% compared to 40.5% for client s supervised by the officers
assigned to the control group (B onta et al., 2010). This projec t has stim ulated others to
develop similar training programs, for example Staff Training Ai med at Reducing Re-arrest
(STARR) from Lowenkamp and colleagu es at the United States Office of Probation and
Pretrial Services, and Effective Practices in Community Supervis ion (EPICS) from the
Corrections Institute of the Univ ersity of Cincinnati. The prom ising results of these efforts
are only beginning to emerge (Robinson, Vanbenschoten, Alexander, & Lowenkamp, 2011).
The Evolving Work of Community Supervision Officers
As our knowledge about the im portance of what happens behind closed doors increases, we
see a need to re-exam ine and re-focus the work of community supervision. Traditionally,
community supervision has been dominated by a case management approach to working with
clients. In this approach, officers are expected to “manage” their clients and the services they
receive. At a m inimum, the community supe rvision case manager ensures the client is
complying with the sentence handed down by the court and documents the client’s behaviour
in this reg ard. With the introduction of risk/need assessments into community corrections,
additional tasks are dem anded. The community supervision officer m ust conduct risk/need
assessments and share the results w ith a variety of criminal justice partners (e.g., courts). In
addition, the officer m ay also be responsible fo r more complex rehabilitative case planning
that goes beyond simple compliance with the conditions of the sentence.
Case planning and the associated activities of the case m anager vary considerably across
different jurisdictions. For jurisdictions with a strong emphasis on public protection, the case
manager is prim arily concerned with how th e offender will f ulfill the obligations of the
sentence (e.g., com pleting community service, urine testing), m onitoring the client’s
compliance and conducting surveilla nce of the client. For thos e jurisdictions with m ore
emphasis on offender rehabilitation, the case manager identifies the client’s crim inogenic
needs and makes efforts to connect the clien t with appropriate services to meet these needs.
The case manager typ ically acts as a broker and/or advo cate for the offender to utilize
community-based social services such as welfare programs, employment, housing, and health
(e.g., addictions, mental health, and m edical) services. During face-to-face supervision, the
case manager may engage in problem -solving with the client to re solve various barriers
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and/or obstacles the client faces in obtain ing such serv ices. Motivational Interviewing
techniques are also common. In term s of th e work behind closed doors, the case m anager
primarily assists, m otivates, directs, guides an d supports the client to receive appropriate
services. With a case managem ent approach, the actual ‘change-work’ - th at is the work of
facilitating prosocial change - is considered to be the domai n of the professionals who are
actually providing the rehabilitation, treatm ent, and/or social services as opposed to the case
manager.
On the one hand, the case m anagement model can appear to line up quite nicely to the
principles of Risk and Need. In t erms of th e Risk principle, higher risk clients (when
identified via a valid risk/need instrument) can be provided with more services through more
frequent contacts and more frequent referral s and connections to treatm ent and social
services. Basic administrative policies, such as those requiring more contact with higher risk
clients, can be developed that attempt to enh ance adherence to the R isk principle. The case
management model can appear to adhere to th e Need principle if and when officers identify
specific criminogenic needs and there are efforts m ade to refer, connect, and assist the client
in obtaining services that ta rget those crim inogenic needs. Finally, a well laid out case
management approach appears to adhere to a number of other more recently added principles
(see Andrews & Bonta, 2010 for a full list of
principles) such as the use of structured
assessments and other organizational/administrative factors when the ag ency pays attention
to such details as staff training, supervision policies and organizational practices.
On the other hand, the case m anagement approach does lack specific attention to the
Responsivity principle. The Responsivity prin ciple is alm ost exclusively focussed on the
intervention itself regarding what goes on
behind closed doors. Re sponsivity adherence
requires the use of cognitive-behavioural in
terventions and structuring skills during
interactions with the clients (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). In a case management approach, what
exactly is th e ‘intervention’? In our opinion, the use of cognitiv e-behavioural interventions
does not se em critical to cas e management functions where the f ocus is on brokerage,
advocacy, support, assistance, a nd social problem -solving. The therapeutic intervention or
‘change-work’ is the responsibility of the professionals providing the treatment and/or social
services and the case manager is not directly
responsible for facilitating change. In fact,
analysis of audio recorded s upervision sessions by Bonta and colleagues (Bonta et al., 2008;
Bonta et al., 2010; Bourgon et al., 2010a) su ggests that community supervision officers
generally do not take on an active or direct role in ‘change-work’ with clients unless they are
specifically trained to do so.
It is the recent work of STICS (Bonta et al., 2010; Bourgon & Gutierrez, in press; Bourgon et
al., 2010a) and other sim ilar new training init iatives (Robinson, Vanbenschoten, Alexander
& Lowenkamp, 2011) suggests comm unity supervision officers take on a m ore active and
direct role in the change process to be m
ore effective. A closer look at thes e training
programs illustrates how community supervision officers are being encouraged to take on the
‘change agent’ role. At the heart of these training courses are fund amental therapeutic
concepts, cognitive-behavioural intervention techniques, and structuring skills. Of ficers are
taught to take on a ‘change agent’ role where the dom inant task is to actively engage in the
therapeutic change process with the client while traditional case management work is viewed
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as supplementary. This is a new dem and on community supervision officers, challenging
them to work with clien ts in a therapeutic manner and to employ skills and techniques that
are firmly rooted in RNR principles so that they can directly facilitate personal, attitudinal,
and behavioural change.
What’s critical for the ‘change agent’ community supervision officer?
In our work with crim inal justice professionals, we have noticed tha t this shift from a case
management to ‘change agent’ approach is significant and challengi ng. One of the m ajor
challenges that we have observ
ed concerns officers’ understan ding of c ognitivebehaviourism and the practical implications of this m odel to ‘change-work’ that goes on
behind closed doors. Another
significant practical challenge for the ‘change agent’
community supervision officer is translating traditional risk/need assessment information into
a strategic therapeutic intervention plan. This intervention plan is not sim ply a case
management plan, but rather one that guides th e day-to-day direct ‘change-work’ the officer
engages in with the client. Once the officer has this road m ap for change, the ‘chang e agent’
can now focus on initiating and facilitating attitudinal and behavioural change via cognitivebehavioural therapeutic processes. Provided these two challe nges are addressed, along with
learning concrete interventions and interpersonal skills and techniqu es, the evolution of
community supervision officers from case manager to ‘change agent’ can begin.
For the rem ainder of this article, we elabor ate on these tw o challenges. First, we discuss
cognitive-behaviourism at the very practical le vel in term s of what goes on behind closed
doors. We offer the reader what we consider to be the four fundamental steps or change tasks
to facilitating change using a cognitive-behav ioural model, with an emphasis on community
supervision officers working with c riminal justice clients. N ext, we discuss the difficulties
community supervision officers often have rega rding translating risk/need assessment results
into a practical and useful change plan that takes into account all the pressures and realities of
working with clients who are under supervis ion in th e community. We present the STICS
Action Plan to provide a concre te and practical framework to assist officers in understanding
and interpreting risk/need assessments in orde r to develop a strategic therapeutic plan of
change to work directly with the client.
Cognitive-Behavioural Interventions
There is su bstantial empirical evidence re garding the importance of utilizing cognitiv ebehavioural interventions with criminal justice clients (e.g., Bourgon & Gutierrez, in press;
Cullen & Gendreau, 1989; Gendreau & Andrew s, 1990; Lipsey, Chapm an & Landenberger,
2001; Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005; Löse l & Schm ucker, 2005; W ilson, Bouffard &
Mackenzie, 2005). Often these program s use te rms like ‘triggers’, ‘thinking errors’, and
‘negative thoughts’ and employ cognitive restructuring techniques su ch as ‘refram ing’ and
‘positive self-talk’. Today, it seems that just about every program and service purports itself
to be cognitive-behavioural. But what does cognitive-behavioural really mean?
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The simple answer is that in addition to th e recognition of the funda mental principles of
learning (e.g., reinforcement and punishm ent), cognitive-behavioural approaches recognize
the role that cognitions or thoughts play in determining behaviour. However, the answer to
what constitutes effective cognitive-behavioural interventions in practice and behind closed
doors is more complex. A few years ago, a discussion took place between the first author and
his long tim e colleague, Barb Arm strong. At that tim e, it was agreed that there are four
practical steps or tasks required to effectiv ely conduct cogn itive-behavioural interventions.
They are (1) identifying with the client the link between thoughts and behaviour; (2) helping
the client identify personal thinking patterns that cause that client’s problem behaviours, (3)
teaching the client concrete th inking and beh avioural skills, and finally (4) facilitating th e
client’s practice of and generalization of these new sk ills. On the basis of these f our
steps/tasks, we quickly recognized that there is considerable variation in how effectively, if at
all, each of these is accomplished via the multitude of programs and services that claim to be
cognitive-behavioural. For officers interested in acting as change agents, we believe that it is
critical to understand each of these four st eps/tasks and how they can prom ote or hinder
effective change when directly and actively facilitating client change.
We would argue th at the m ost critical step o r clinical task, and the most difficult, is
illustrating to the client th e direct link between thoughts and behaviour. To
do this
effectively, this causal link must be clear, exp licit and direct. In STICS, officers are taught
how to show clients, in a conc rete and practical manner, that the reason they behave as they
do is a direct result of their thoughts alone and for no other reason. The “for no other
reason” is crucial. In our experience, when a client is presented with a model of behaviour
that suggests, either explicitly or implicitly, that the cause for behaviour is the r esult of
external stimuli (i.e., things outsi de of the individual), it rein forces his/her problematic and
procriminal thinking patterns. W e do not believ e that the model presented to clients should
legitimize their excuses, justifications and neutralizations for behaviour.
With this in mind, the model avoids limiting the amount of personal responsibility clients can
take for their thoughts, feelings , and behaviours; in other word s, for the choices that they
make. For exam ple, many cognitive-behavioural interventions and m odels suggest that the
external stimuli are ‘triggers’ fo r certain thoughts and/or emoti ons. Clients are taught that it
is their responsibility to manage the resulting events of these ‘triggers’. This ‘extern al event
caused the internal event which caused the behaviour’ outlook is exactly the kind of thinking
we are attempting to change. Believing th
at circumstance is th e reason and thus the
justification for the behaviour, and blam ing outside forces for behaviour, thoughts and
feelings leads to clients believing that they ca nnot control what they think, feel and do (i.e.,
they are a victim) when in reality, the opposite is true.
In our opinion, the direct causal link of thought to behaviour is the crux of the matter. Either I
am responsible for all of what I think, feel and do
or I am not responsible. If I am not
responsible, then I have excuses. If I am responsible, then I recognize that I have choices and
I cannot blame others, circumstances, or anything else but myself for my problems and for
my successes. Practically, this must occur before the ‘change agent’ can actually conduct any
‘change-work’. Once clients under stand the direct causal li nk between their thoughts and
their behaviour (that the only reason for behaviour is the t houghts) then clients are in a
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position to begin to evaluate the costs and benefits of their behaviour and of their thinking. In
terms of change, the ta ble is set for the client in the sense that th e client is ready to accept
that in order to change behavi our, he/she must change his/her thoughts first. Once clients are
at this stage, they are in a pos ition to exam ine what it is they think a nd to exam ine the
behaviour that this thinking promotes.
The second step/task is helping the client to identify personal thinking patterns that cause that
client’s problem behaviours. In the case of criminal justice clients, problem behaviours are
those behaviours empirically related to crime, essentially the criminogenic needs. As the first
step/task establishes to the clien t (and the officer for that m atter) that all behaviours are the
result of the client’s thoughts (of which they have choices and can exert control), the client is
ready for the next step. However, identifying wh at thoughts, beliefs, and attitudes contribute
to procriminal behaviours (in STICS, these thou ghts are c alled Tapes) is not an easy skill,
particularly with criminal justice clients who are characterized as im pulsive, with poor self
reflection and self-awareness. But, it is a skill nonetheless and like all skills, it can be taught.
To accomplish these two tasks (i. e., the thou ght-behaviour link and identifying personal
thinking patterns and behaviours), the ‘change agent’ provides structured activities for clients
to learn and to practice self-awareness skills. Th is is done to identify specific thoughts and
also to evaluate their contribution to specific behaviours. In addition, the ‘change agent’ also
assists the clien t in recognizing and identifying the con sequences of these behaviours. It is
through concrete and practical examples that th e client learns these s kills and begins to
recognize the com plexity of thoughts, behaviour s, and consequences. For example, it is
easier for the client to understand that the thought, “Taking cocaine will make me feel better”
results in the choice to buy and use cocaine and that there are many short term (e.g., getting
high, having fun with peers) and long term (e.g., jail, nose bleeds, paranoia) consequences.
However, it is harder to see the link between the thought “It’s m y way or the highway” and
the choice of using drugs and the consequences . The ‘change agent’ ac complishes this task
through exercises and interventions that specifically increase the client’s awareness of his/her
own personal thinking pa tterns and abilities of observation of both internal and external
events. The client is then in a position to evaluate whether or not the thinking and behaviours
are ‘worth it’ and at the sa me time recognize th at he/she is com pletely responsible for the
choices made, including the choice to change.
It is at this point that the client is ready for the third task; learning cognitive and behavioural
skills on how to think differen tly and thus ho w to ac t differently. The skills target both
thinking and behaviour. Given th e importance of thinking, the fi rst skill focuses on learning
how to change thinkin g. Often referred to as Cognitive Restruc turing, STICS calls th is
Countering. This skill should be clearly and directly linked to the change from procriminal to
prosocial thoughts and behaviours. In addition
to learning the skill of Countering, and
particularly for moderate and higher risk criminal justice clients, the ’change agent’ must also
teach the clien t a variety of prosocial behav ioural skills (e.g., resum e writing, basic
communication skills, negotiation/conflict reso lution, and problem -solving). In accordance
with the Responsivity principle, and in order
to be practical and effective, all the skills
outlined above should be concrete, simple, and presented to criminal justice clients in ways
that are easy to learn.
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The last task in effective cognitive-behavioural interventions is providing ample
opportunities for clients to practice and generalize the new skills they are learning. Practice is
a foundation for learning as it req uires emitting behaviour, receiving feedback about th e
behaviour, and using that feedback to facilitate change and reinforce new patterns of thinking
and behaving. Criminal justice clients need to use the new skills they are being taugh t within
supervision sessions (e.g., doing ro le plays) as well as outsid e of supervision (e.g., trying
communication skills with the ir partner) so tha t the process of learning and generalization
may take place. The task for the ‘change agent’ is to provid e opportunities to use th e skills,
provide feedback, and encourage and reinforce the use of these new skills.
In summary, these are the four clinical tasks that the community supervision officer needs to
do if he/she is going to play a direct and active role in facili tating change. These four tasks
are the fundam entals of what we believe to be truly cognitive-beha vioural intervention, a
foundation of the Responsivity principle of eff ective correctional interventions. O f course,
how to actually accom plish these tasks behind cl osed doors is challen ging and that is the
majority of what is taug ht in our STICS trai ning; learning the skills and tools neces sary to
intervene in a concrete, direct, practical, and personally relevant manner for the client.
From Assessment to Change Plan
Prior to embarking with a client on this process, it is consider ably beneficial for the ‘change
agent’ to have a general strategic plan for change for each individual client. This is where the
assessment of the client’s risk and need factor s can aid the officer in developing this action
plan for prosocial change. Traditionally, risk/need assessment information has primarily been
used to guide a series of crim inal justice decisions rather than clinical intervention strategies
per se. For example, risk/need assessments are used for sentencing decisions and institutional
classification. In te rms of interventions, risk/need assessment information may be used to
identify client needs in order to m
atch them to appropriate services. In community
corrections, the risk/need assessments are often central in determining levels of supervision
(e.g., type and frequency of clie nt contact with the officer) a nd guide either the courts in
mandating, or the officer encouraging, client participation in specific treatment services (e.g.,
substance abuse treatment for addicts).
Traditionally for the case manager, the role is one of identifying
the specific set of
criminogenic needs and to start the referral-adm ission process. Making th e effort to connect
the client to the program(s) a nd supporting and encouraging (i.e ., enhancing motivation) this
connection is primary. It matters little which program the client gets first, second, or third as
most programs and services are designed to ad dress discrete problem s or needs (i.e., m ale
domestic violent offenders, employment programs, substance abuse programs that sometimes
target very specific dru gs of choice lik e cocaine, heroin, or m eta-amphetamines). In this
fashion, the case manager monitors and documents what needs were addressed.
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The ‘change agent’ approach however, asks the officer
to understand the risk/need
assessments from a slightly different, and perhaps more complex, viewpoint. Here the
question is not just abo ut what the clien t’s needs are and what services can best m eet these
needs but also, where to start and ho w to intervene with a particular client. One diffi culty is
that the moderate and high risk clients present with multiple needs and these needs are interrelated. So how does the ‘change agent’ discriminate which of the multiple needs is primary?
To be strategic in facilitating chang e, the ‘change agent’ attempts to identify and then tackle
the more ‘basic’ or prim ary criminogenic need which should then influence the m ore
‘secondary’ and interrelated criminogenic needs.
To answer this ques tion, the cognitiv e-behavioural model provides clea r and c oncrete
guidance for the ‘change agent’ on how to transl ate the results of a risk /need assessment into
a coherent, comprehensive, strategic, and pra ctical therapeutic plan to f acilitate change.
Rather than view risk and need s as a set of discrete and indi vidual criminogenic factors, the
client must be viewed f rom a holistic per spective taking into account all of the information
the risk/need assessment provides. However, there is still cons iderable variability and
difficulty associated with translating traditional risk/need assessments into a com prehensive
and practical therapeutic ‘change plan’. In our STICS training, by provi ding officers with a
solid foundation of cognitive-behaviourism, it becomes easier to see the inter-relatedness and
hierarchy of different criminogenic needs. From this, we developed a helpful tool we call the
STICS Action Plan which aids community supe rvision officers to understand and practically
formulate strategic intervention plans with each client.
The STICS Action Plan
Translating risk/need information into a s trategic change plan can be a com plex and
challenging hurdle for community supervision
officers. Besides th e complexity of the
individual’s risk/need profile, th e officer must also cons ider additional factors. One set of
factors centers around adm inistration of the sentence. This m eans that there are typically
sentencing requirements, such as the variety of potential conditions/restrictions that the client
must comply with. There are other ‘business’ related details the officer must be cognizant of,
such as the policy directives and practices that may be in place for certain types of offenders
(e.g., specific directives regardi ng the supervision of sexual offenders) or for offenders of
certain levels of risk (e.g., high risk offenders must report to their probation officers in person
at least three times per month).
A second set of factors centers around the client ’s life itself. Crim inal justice clients often
have rather chaotic and unpred ictable lives (e.g., unstable an d sporadic employment, rocky
relationships, unstable residences, and financial difficulties) and their situations often change
frequently and dramatically over short periods of time. Probation officers must be sensitive to
a client’s crisis and acute needs without
such crises overwhel ming and preventing the
officers from actually engaging in ‘change-work’.
It is typically after these two sets of factors are addressed, that the ‘change agent’ can focus
on criminogenic needs and facilitating change. The off icer must not only be able to identify
which criminogenic needs the client has, but must also determine which ones are most salient
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and which take priority over others. Officers
must also consider th e resources at their
disposal (i.e., treatm ent programs and related services) and the in evitable waiting list f or
admission. For the ‘change agent’, they m ust also take on active therapeutic work and start
the process of facilitating attitudinal and behaviour change.
In order to aid the of ficers with th is complex task, the STICS Action Plan (See F igure 1)
provides a framework and is inte nded to provide an overall pict ure of the client’s risk/need
factors. It is sensitive to the community cor rections policies and the complexity of client’s
lives, and ultimately, assists the officer in knowing what and where to focus ‘change’ efforts.
The STICS Action Plan is concep tually coherent with a co gnitive-behavioural model and
thus, adheres to the RNR principles. In our wo rk to date, the STICS Ac tion Plan has been
found to be a very useful and practical tool by a vast majority of the officers involved in the
project. Below, we describe the steps to completing the STICS Action Plan.
The first step, following the for mal risk/need assessment (typically done either immediately
preceding or following sentencing), is to addr ess the policies around supervision lev els and
reporting frequency. This step involves indicating what level of risk the client poses for reoffending and the overall need level (traditionally low, moderate or high) to determ ine the
specifics of supervision (e.g., fr equency of reporting in person). We recognize that there are
potential reasons for overriding this level of
supervision (e.g., freque ntly seen with sex
offenders who often have higher levels of superv ision than what is ind icated from actuarial
risk/need assessments) and the Action Plan encourages documenting such reasons.
The second step involves identifying acute n eeds or crises that m ay require imm ediate
attention. Common examples of these includ e suicidal ideation or behaviour, and the
presence of information suggesting an immediate threat of harm such as a homeless client in
the middle of winter, a client who is presentl y psychotic, or a client with a history of
domestic violence with evidence o f recent esca lation of m arital discord and co nflict. In
essence, this step provides the opportunity for the officer to identif y issues that require
immediate attention before working on long-term prosocial changes.
The third step involves concep tualizing the client ’s risk-need profile for intervention
planning and ensuring consistency with the cognitive-behavioural model of human behaviour
and change. This involves answering four very basic questions regarding the client in a
specific order from highest to lo west priority in term s of f acilitating change. More
specifically: (1) Should intervention target procriminal attitudes and behaviours? (2) Should
intervention target the clien t’s interpersonal relationships? (3) W hat are spec ific problem
behaviours that should be targ eted? and (4) Are there other minor criminogenic needs that
require help? Answers to thes e questions, we believe, aid th e officer in conceptualizing,
prioritizing, and developing an overall personalized map of strategic change for each clien t,
as well as providing concrete di rection on where to s tart and where to proceed to facilitate
cognitive-behavioural change.
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As indicated by th e cognitive-behavioural model, procriminal attitudes (i.e., thoughts,
attitudes, values and beliefs that promote proc riminal behaviours) are considered to be th e
most central causal factor cont ributing to crim inal behaviour. We know from research that
attitudes are one of the Big Four ( along with history of antisocial behaviour, antisocial
personality pattern, and antisocial associates) and one of the stronges t predictors of reoffending (Andrews & Bonta, 2010). Unfortunate ly, it is our op inion that the current
assessment of procrim inal attitudes in m ost risk/need assessments is com paratively weaker
than the assessment of other criminogenic needs.
For example, the procriminal attitude/orientation subscale of the LS/CMI (Andrews, Bonta,
& Wormith, 2004) has four item s whereas the s ubstance abuse subscale, a weaker predictor
of criminal behaviour, has eight item s. The employment/education section has nine item s. In
addition, the four item s assess rather lim ited and very general procrim inal attitudes; those
towards crime, towards convention, towards the client’s sentence and offence com bined, and
towards supervision and treatment combined. We believe tha t this weak assess ment of
attitudes explains why in our STICS study (Bonta et al., 2010) we found the following: of the
143 clients in the project, 55% were assessed as High Risk and 40% as Moderate Risk, but
close to 60 % of these clients were assessed as
not having a problem with procrim inal
attitudes. For a cognitive-behavioural m odel which points to thinking as the prim
ary
determinant of behaviour, it does not make sense that so few clients were assessed as having
problems with procriminal thinking when 95% are moderate or higher risk to reoffend.
This seemingly contradictory inform ation is r eally only a reflection of the m ethod used to
identify procriminal attitudes when one cons iders other indicators or proxy m easures of
procriminal attitudes that are availab le in almost all risk/need assessm ent instruments;
namely criminal history and antiso cial personality pattern. Given that behaviour is a dir ect
result of thinking, it is reasonable to evaluate cl ient attitudes by also examining client history
of criminal behaviour and client antisocial personality pattern. It seems reasonable to assume
that when a client’s personality is antisocial and/or the client has a lengthy history of criminal
behaviour, then that client must also have strong procriminal attitudes and thinking patterns.
In the STICS Action Plan, the answer to the q uestion of whether or not the officer should
begin facilitating change in pr ocriminal attitudes is answered by exam ining the results of
three typically separate assessment sections; criminal history, antisocial personality pattern,
and procriminal attitudes. The officer need only to indicate low, moderate, or high in each of
these areas. Unless all three are rated low, cha nge efforts must begin targeting the client’s
thinking. In virtually all the cases that should receive correctional trea tment services (i. e.,
according to the Risk Princip le, those would be clien ts of moderate risk or high er), the
‘change agent’ begins the process where it all starts; the client’s thinking.
The next question regarding crim inogenic needs deals with whether or not interventions
should focus on the client’s relationships. As in the previous section, the STICS Action Plan
utilizes much of the information found in the risk/need assessment and asks the officer to rate
the level of need for all the different types of interpersonal relationships. This includes family
of origin, marital o r present family life, and the client’s circle of friends and acquaintances.
Using the LS/CMI as an exam ple, the officer can look at the results of the Fa mily/Marital
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section to get an idea of the crim inogenic potential of the client’s family of origin as well as
their present fa mily life (i.e., spouse or e quivalent). The Com panions subsection of the
LS/CMI provides information on the client’s p eer group. This information is transcribed to
the STICS Action Plan to aid in making effort s to address crim inogenic relationships. The
priority, however, remains facilitating the chan ge in think ing as our c ognitive-behavioural
model holds that changing thinking leads to changing behaviour, including choices regarding
how and with whom the client interacts and for how long this interaction takes place.
The third section regarding crim inogenic needs revolves around specifi c lifestyle choices.
That means substance abuse, im pulsive/aggressive behavioural patterns, and poor education
and employment lifestyle. Again, sections of most risk/need instruments directly assess these
criminogenic needs. Sim ilar to relationships , these specific crim inogenic behaviours or
lifestyle choices are secondary to thinking and attitudes but can provide a concrete context to
facilitate change in client thinking.
The last section regarding criminogenic needs is examining highly detailed and very specific
needs, which include housing, financial difficu lties, and leisure/recrea tion activities. These
criminogenic needs are relati vely simple targets and li nk very nicely with m any
social/welfare/community services. In our experience, they ar e generally easier to address
after having made significant progress in changing the procriminal thinking.
The final and fourth section of the STICS Ac
tion Plan is the identification of specific
responsivity issues. These specific responsivity issues guide the officer in the way he/she
interacts with the client and how he/she m ay present information and facilitate learning. This
would include any noncrim inogenic needs such as mental health issues (e.g., schizophrenia,
developmental delays, depression, anxiety, a nd childhood traum a), physical handicaps, and
the like.
Overall, the STICS Action Plan was developed
to be a concrete and practical tool for
community supervision officers at the sam e time as attempting to permit the flexibility and
versatility that is required when worki ng with individuals w ho are under community
supervision. It attem pts to provide a com prehensive and holistic view of the client,
encourages adherence to RNR principles, and should be able to accommodate a variety of
policies and practices that are inherent in community supervision work. Most importantly, we
believe it c an assist the community supervis ion officers evolution from case m anager to
‘change agent’ by guiding the understanding, planning, and implementation of direct one-toone cognitive-behavioural interventions that can facilitate reductions in criminal behaviour.
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Summary
In today’s world of comm unity corrections, professionals whose job it is to supervise
offenders are being ask ed to assu me more and more responsibilities. From traditional
supervision practices to case management, the profession of community supervision officer
continues to evolve. Officers are beginning to ta ke on a more direct a nd active ro le in the
therapeutic change process. This new role challenges existing skills, abilities, knowledge and
resources.
To meet these new challenges of becom ing a ‘c hange agent’, we have presented what we
hope to be some fundamental and practical information that facilitates this evolution. Guided
by the em pirically derived principles of Ris k, Need, and Responsivity, as well as clinical
experience, we have attem pted to tr anslate from theory to p ractice what exactly cog nitivebehavioural truly means. Similarly, through the use of the S TICS Action Plan, officers m ay
practically understand risk/need assessment information from a ‘change agent’ persp ective.
We hope that this inform ation can guide community supervision officers on the journey to
becoming effective ‘change agents’ with the individuals they supervise.
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Figure 1.
STICS Action Plan
STICS ACTION PLAN
Instructions: Complete the form below by circling the appropriate scoring and writing any additional short notes or
comments in the appropriate sections. Use all available case information (e.g., Risk/Needs Assessment Measure, case
file) to score the various items.

Case Information
Decisions for Case Planning & Intervention
1. What is the appropriate level of supervision/service for this client as indicated by the Risk
Assessment measure?
Overall Risk Level
Overall Need Level

LLL
LLL

M
M
M HHH
M
M
M HHH

LLLO
O
W
OW
W

M
M
G
MEEEDDD HHHIIIG
GHHH
Supervision Level Determination
Reporting Frequency (note monthly, weekly, etc.)

2. Is there any acute need or crisis requiring immediate attention?
Crisis, Acute Needs or Concerns

NNNO
O
O

YYYEEESSS

Specify:

3. What are the client’s criminogenic needs?
a. Should intervention target procriminal attitudes & behaviours?
Criminal History
Antisocial Personality*
Attitude/Orientation

LL MM HH
LL MM HH
LL MM HH

NNOO

YYEESS

Target procriminal attitudes & behaviours
▪  procriminal &  prosocial attitudes & behaviours
▪ Teach core cognitive & behavioural skills

b. Should intervention target the client’s relationships & associates?
Family of Origin
Marital/Significant Other
Companions/Peers

LL MM HH
LL MM HH
LL MM HH

NNOO

YYEESS

Target interpersonal associates & relationships
▪  procriminal &  prosocial ties & associations
▪ Teach skills &  access to prosocial rewards

c. What are the specific problem behaviours that should be targeted?
Substance Abuse/Misuse LL MM HH
Aggression & Impulsivity LL MM HH
Employment & Education LL MM HH

NNOO
NNOO
NNOO

YYEESS
YYEESS
YYEESS

Target substance abuse:  relapse prevention skills
Target aggression:  impulsivity &  self-control
Target  employment, education & job skills

d. Are there other criminogenic needs (i.e., housing, financial, or leisure problems) that require help?
Housing/Financial Issues
Leisure & Recreation **

LL MM HH
LL MM HH

NNOO
NNOO

YYEESS
YYEESS

Target residence:  stability,  financial skills/supports
Target leisure time:  prosocial pursuits & activities

4. Are there any special responsivity issues and/or noncriminogenic needs to note?
Noncriminogenic Needs
Special Responsivity Issues/Concerns

NNOO
NNOO

YYEESS
YYEESS

Specify:
Specify:

* Refers to a long-standing pattern of criminal behaviour. Can include, but not limited to, problems with impulsiveness, self-control,
self-management, aggression, and violence (general, domestic, and sexual).
** Refers to the type and frequency of organized activities individual engages when not working, evaluating the degree to which
these activities are prosocial, conventional pursuits.
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